PHHP Spring 2012 Convocation

The following awards were presented at the PHHP Convocation Ceremony on May 4.

Behavioral Science and Community Health

Scholarship
Julie Mann

Community Service
Quinn Lundquist

Colleague Award
Quinn Lundquist

Clinical and Health Psychology

Molly Harrower Award for Excellence in Psychodiagnostic Assessment
Jennifer Muñoz

Florence Shafer Award for Excellence in Psychotherapeutic Counseling
Nicole Ginn

Nathan W. Perry Scientist-Practitioner Memorial Scholarship for Excellence in Integrating Science and Practice
Kathryn Ross

CHP Research Award for Excellence in Clinical Psychology Research
Matt Cohen

Robert and Phyllis Levitt Research Award for Excellence in Clinical Neuropsychology Research
Matt Cohen

Geoffrey Clark-Ryan Memorial Award for Excellence in Pediatric Psychology Research
Megan Crawford

Health Psychology Research Award for Excellence in Health Psychology Research
Daniela Roditi

Jenny Sivinski Memorial Award for Excellence in Community Service
Lizabeth Jordan and Jared Tanner

Eileen Fennell Graduate Student Teaching Award for Excellence in Teaching
Daniela Roditi
Epidemiology

Epidemiology MPH Student of the Year 2011-2012
Corrine Warren Ruktanonchai

Environmental and Global Health

Outstanding Environmental and Global Health MPH Student 2011-12
Benjamin D. Anderson

Outstanding Environmental and Global Health MPH Student 2011-12
Chad D. Weber

Health Science

Academic Excellence Award
Meagan Urruela

Public Health

MPH Exemplary Student Award
Benjamin D. Anderson

Delta Omega Inductees
Megan Nodurft-Froman
Kathryn (Ross) Middleton
Emily Robinson
Chad Weber

Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences

Edna Povey Scholarship Award
Sarah Orfanedes

Thomas B. Abbott Award
Danielle Rosier

UF Doctoral Mentoring Award
Dr. Michael Robinson

Teacher of the Year
Dr. Mary Ellen Young
Shands at UF Auxiliary Scholarships
Ashley-Marie Bodor
Jordan Hammuck
Kathryn Swanson
Emily Weeks

Dean’s Office
Sam and Connie Holloway Endowed Scholarship
Jennifer LeLaurin

Ronald J. Spitznagel Service Fellowship in Health Sciences
Florie Carrion

Judson A. Clements Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Kathryn Swanson

Undergraduate Dean’s Scholar
Travis Howard

Graduate Dean’s Scholar
Wendy Zhong

Magna Cum Laude
Destini Barnes
Stephanie Cameron
Natacha Diemunsch
Corinne Mackiewicz
Michael Rabold
Rachel Steffen
April Swanstrom

Summa Cum Laude
Katherine Avendano-Bermudez
Rebecca Barry
Amy Brumme
Alessandra Conto
Lucas Egan
Emily Fleisher
Alamea Goldstein
Hannah Green
Albina Guri
Lindsay Harenberg
Travis Howard
Jessica Hunter
Meagan Kaufman
Janelle Kelley
Meghan Lewis
Jovana Obradovic
Sarah Orfanedes
Maria Quidgley
Allison Reddick
Amber Rundall
Meagan Urruela
Ashley Williams

PHHP Alumna of the Year
Jan Olsen, BSOT ’62